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Update on Catapult activities on the Office 365 project
Workflow and data clean-up for Sharepoint forthcoming
Catapult on site 7/20 week of
100 pilot testers have been chosen to test for the entire state. We will be sending an email out
this week.

Roughly 30 people on the phone call today/ 12ish in the room
Questions:
Melissa /ACCD - would like an update on the schedule on activities with Catapult.
And if they are available for an interview with ACCD.
-Catapult will be delivering a schedule to us. Mid-August (after onsite visit for Sharepoint)
It's a deliverable in the contract
-We are targeting Oct for Sharepoint and August for Exchange for completion
Sheila Kerns/Libraries
G1 versus G3 licensing - desktop applications 2010 versus 2013 licensing implications?
Archiving is not available on Office 2010 or Office 2013 STANDARD
There is an archive ability with both G1 and G3, which means you can go beyond the mailbox
size of 50 GB
Matt/AOT
What is the max size for sites?
We need to get back to him with a firm number on how large a site can be. SharePoint team to
follow up with Matt on clean up and possibly splitting up his site collection before migration.
Nouha:/AHS
Will file shares be going to SharePoint?
Home directories can go to OneDrive
Shared drive stuff will go on a team site in SharePoint
Laurel/AHS
This presents a huge change in scope.
She is just raising the concern
Darin/AHS
Darin would like a demo of moving network file shares to SharePoint
Richard Boes/DII:
Any movement of the file shares will not be happening in the early phases of the project.

Darin is saying he needs G3 for everyone at AHS, Richard is asking him to wait until the pilot
process is completed.
Melissa/ACCD - Business has already been asked for list of G1 and G3 users.
Richard is saying that was so we can determine who for pilot users and then get a better idea of
who can be G1 and who really needs G3.
Melissa would like pilot users results to be published for others to review
Laurel/AHS
Latency and bandwidth - will we be allocating more resources for this? Has there been any testing on
this?
We have turned on cached mode in Exchange to help with latency
RB: We will test with the pilot users
Laurel is still concerned because the pilot is only 100 users
DII does know what is the average bandwidth use per user
The pilot size is an appropriate size for a 1000 users.
RB: there will be latency, that's why we are turning on cached mode.
We are planning for no bandwidth, or latency issues.
DII has tests of what we currently have.
If Laurel has use cases she should submit them for the pilot group to test.
Nouha/AHS
When will pilot testing begin?
When exchange migrations start happening but we will have a better idea when we get the
schedule. Probably in August

